Introduction.
Let Lp (0<p^<*>) be the usual Lebesgue space with respect to normalized Lebesgue measure on the unit circle. The space Hp (0<p^ oo) will consist of analytic functions/ on the unit disc such that limr^i_||/(reiS)||p< oo. If fEHp, then the function defined a.e. by f(eis) =limr_>i_/(re*) is in Lp. Should p^l, such functions in Lp are precisely those which have vanishing negative Fourier coefficients. The subspace of functions fEHp such that/(0)=0 is denoted by Hq.
The space of wXw-dimensional, matrix-valued functions whose terms are in Lp will be denoted by LPnXm. The spaces H£xm and H0p;nXm are defined analogously. Let <pELnXn. Define the operator T$: H^xx-^HfiXX by setting T$f = Ptpfior all fEH»xi where P: L}nxm-^>H"xm is the projection operator.
The operator T$ can be considered as a system of Toeplitz operators on H2, and F0 will be called the Toeplitz operator associated with the matrix-valued function tp. This paper concerns conditions on tj>EL^xn which give an invertible Tj,. In the scalar case, this problem has been solved by Hartman and Wintner [3] whenever tp is real valued. In the complex scalar case, necessary and sufficient conditions were given by both Devinatz [l] and Widom [7] . By using an approach similar to that of Krein and Gohberg [2] , the factorization requirements shown by Widom are extended to the matrix case. From this it is shown that the problem can be reduced to a consideration of the case where </> is unitary.
2. Definitions and general results. Most of the preliminary results will be stated without proof. The proofs are either available in the literature, or require only a simple generalization of proofs in the literature.
See, for example, Helson [4] and Wiener and Masani [8] . Let d/i denote normalized Lebesgue measure on the unit circle. Definition 2.
1. An analytic scalar function / on the unit disc is outer provided f(z) = a exp I" j k(e<°) 6--~-2 d*\ where k is real-valued summable on the unit circle and a is a complex constant of unit modulus.
An analytic function g is inner provided |g(z)| j£l inside the unit disc and | giem) \ = 1 a.e.
It is readily shown that fEHp is outer provided / has the form f = a exp [u+iv] where u and v are real, u+iv is analytic in the unit disc, u and expipu) are summable, and a is a constant of unit modulus. Thus / is outer in Hp if and only if fp is outer in H1; and / outer, f~1ELv implies f~xEHp. The theorem which follows is proved by Helson [4] for f'EH2. The proof of the following remains essentially the same. For all FEL2nx", take ||f|| = (/tr FF*dp.y>2.
Since it can be shown that the Hilbert space adjoint TV of T$ is 7V, it follows that TV is invertible if and only if TV is invertible.
3. Factorization. Suppose tpEL£x" is such that T$ is invertible.
There exists a unique FEHnxn such that (3.1) T+F = PtbF = I.
Thus tpF = G* where GEH^X" and G0 = I.
Lemma 3.2. IffEHnxi and tf4>f=g where gEH%xi< then for^O.
Proof. If/0 = 0, then Ptp(e-ief) =0 and TV cannot be invertible. That is, T+Kf=f. It follows that T*Kf=f for all fEH$xl. Similarly,
forall/e-fCx,,
H-1P(G-yPtbf=H-1P(G-1)*4>f-H-1P(G-1)*(I-P)<l>f=B:-lPHf=f,
so KT4=f for all fEH2nxx. Hence T;' = K.
Conversely, suppose tpEL"xn is such that TV is invertible.
Necessarily TV is also invertible. Now consider the solutions of equation Set H = BR~1, and the conclusion follows.
If 77 is invertible and selfadjoint, then 3.6 implies that sgn det ip is constant. This combined with the fact that tp~1EL™xn implies that 0(£ [ess inf det <p, ess sup det </>].
In the case where </> is positive definite, 3.6 readily simplifies to the following: 77 is invertible if and only if </> has the form ip = H*H where H, H-xEHnXn. Note 3.7. Suppose d>EL"°xn is positive definite. The following are equivalent.
(i) 77 is invertible;
(ii) ess inf det <t>>0; (iii) Fdet * is invertible. The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) follows from a result of Hartman and Wintner [3] ; which is, if the scalar function tp is real, bounded and measurable, then the spectrum of TV equals [ess inf c6, ess sup tp]. The theorem which will follow demonstrates that it is sufficient to consider TV for the case where tp is unitary. This result can be exploited to yield a set of necessary conditions on tp for invertibility of TV as well as a different set of sufficiency conditions. These resemble to an extent the results given by Devinatz
[l] for the scalar case. Since the preliminary development required is quite different from what is given here, these results will not be included in this paper. Proof. Now c6*<6£Z,~x" is positive definite and 3.5 implies /log| det <p\dpt> -oo. Thus tp*tp = K*K where KEH"Xn is outer, see [5, p. 193] . Let C/=(c6-l)*A*, then U is unitary. Since tp~lEL^xn, K-^EL^xn, so K^EH^xn-Also tp=UK. Finally, T^=TuTK. Since TV and TK are invertible, Tu is invertible. 
